2016 ABE LINCOLN AWARD ANNOTATED MASTER LIST
Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe – by Benjamin Alire Saenz Fifteen-year-old Ari Mendoza is an angry loner with a brother in prison, but when he
meets Dante and they become friends, Ari starts to ask questions about himself, his
parents, and his family that he has never asked before.
Between Shades of Gray – by Ruta Sepetys - In 1941, fifteen-year-old Lina, her mother,
and brother are pulled from their Lithuanian home by Soviet guards and sent to Siberia,
where her father is sentenced to death in a prison camp while she fights for her life,
vowing to honor her family and the thousands like her by burying her story in a jar on
Lithuanian soil.
Boy 21 – by Matthew Quick - Finley, an unnaturally quiet boy who is the only white
player on his high school's varsity basketball team, lives in a dismal Pennsylvania town
that is ruled by the Irish mob, and when his coach asks him to mentor a troubled African
American student who has transferred there from an elite private school in California, he
finds that they have a lot in common in spite of their apparent differences.
Butter – by Erin Jade Lange - Unable to control his binge eating, a morbidly obese
teenager nicknamed Butter decides to make a live webcast of his last meal as he attempts
to eat himself to death.
Cruel Beauty – by Rosamund Hodge - Betrothed to the demon who rules her country
and trained all her life to kill, seventeen-year-old Nyx Triskelion must now fulfill her
destiny and move to the castle to be his wife.
The Darkest Minds – by Alexandra Bracken - Sixteen-year-old Ruby breaks out of a
government-run rehabilitation camp for teens who acquired dangerous powers after
surviving a virus that wiped out most American children.
Fangirl – by Rainbow Rowell - Feeling cast off when her best friend outgrows their
shared love for a favorite celebrity, Cath, a dedicated fan-fiction writer, struggles to
survive on her own in her first year of college while avoiding a surly roommate, bonding
with a handsome classmate who only wants to talk about words and worrying about her
fragile father.
Girl in Translation – by Jean Kwok - When 11-year-old Kimberly Chang and her
mother emigrate from Hong Kong to Brooklyn squalor, she quickly begins a secret
double life: exceptional schoolgirl during the day, Chinatown sweatshop worker in the
evenings. Disguising the more difficult truths of her life, like her secret love for a factory
boy who shares none of her talent or ambition, Kimberly learns to constantly translate not
just her language but herself back and forth between the worlds she straddles.

I Am the Weapon – by Allen Zadoff - Sixteen-year-old Boy Nobody, an assassin
controlled by a shadowy government organization, The Program, considers sabotaging
his latest mission because his target reminds him of the normal life he craves.
I’ll Give You the Sun – by Jandy Nelson - A story of first love, family, loss, and
betrayal told from different points in time, and in separate voices, by artists Jude and her
twin brother Noah.
The Impossible Knife of Memory – by Laurie Halse Anderson - Hayley Kincaid and
her father move back to their hometown to try a "normal" life, but the horrors he saw in
the war threaten to destroy their lives.
One Shot at Forever – by Chris Ballard - In 1971, a small-town high school baseball
team from rural Illinois playing with hand-me-down uniforms and peace signs on their
hats defied convention and the odds. Led by an English teacher with no coaching
experience, the Macon Ironmen emerged from a field of 370 teams to become the
smallest school in Illinois history to make the state final, a distinction that still stands.
There, sporting long hair, and warming up to Jesus Christ Superstar, the Ironmen would
play a dramatic game against a Chicago powerhouse that would change their lives.
Orphan Train – by Christina Baker Kline - Penobscot Indian Molly Ayer is close to
aging out of the foster care system. A community service position helping an elderly
woman clean out her home is the only thing keeping Molly out of juvenile hall. As she
helps Vivian sort through her possessions and memories, Molly learns that she and
Vivian aren't as different as they seem to be. A young Irish immigrant orphaned in New
York City, Vivian was put on a train to the Midwest with hundreds of other children
whose destinies would be determined by luck and chance. Molly discovers that she has
the power to help Vivian find answers to mysteries that have haunted her for her entire
life – answers that will ultimately free them both.
Positive: A Memoir – by Paige Rawl - A teenager's memoir of the experiences of
bullying, being HIV positive and surviving the experiences to become a force for positive
change in this world.
Rot & Ruin – by Jonathan Maberry - In a post-apocalyptic world where fences and
border patrols guard the few people left from the zombies that have overtaken
civilization, fifteen-year-old Benny Imura is finally convinced that he must follow in his
older brother's footsteps and become a bounty hunter.
Say What You Will – by Cammie McGovern - Born with cerebral palsy, Amy can't
walk without a walker, talk without a voice box, or even fully control her facial
expressions. Plagued by obsessive-compulsive disorder, Matthew is consumed with
repeated thoughts, neurotic rituals, and crippling fear. When Amy decides to hire student
aides to help her in her senior year at Coral Hills High School, these two teens are thrust
into each other's lives. As they begin to spend time with each other, what started as a
blossoming friendship eventually grows into something neither expected.

Steelheart – by Brandon Sanderson - At age eight, David watched as his father was
killed by an Epic, a human with superhuman powers, and now, ten years later, he joins
the Reckoners - the only people who are trying to kill the Epics and end their tyranny.
This Song Will Save Your Life – by Leila Sales - Nearly a year after a failed suicide
attempt, sixteen-year-old Elise discovers that she has the passion, and the talent, to be a
disc jockey.
We Were Liars – by E. Lockhart - Spending the summers on her family's private island
off the coast of Massachusetts with her cousins and a special boy named Gat, teenaged
Cadence struggles to remember what happened during her fifteenth summer.

